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Stephensons of Essex 

 Major independent sector operator 

 90 buses, 4 depots: 

 Haverhill, Witham, Maldon, Rochford 

 Over 70 registered services, plus contracts 

 Cover almost 4 million kms per year 



Commercial 
services – such as 
our Breeze network 
in Bury St Edmunds 



Working 
with SCC - 

tendered 
services & 

partnerships 



Context - Regulatory 

 All local bus services have to be registered with 
the Traffic Commissioner (TC), specifying 
precisely the roads served, timetable, etc 

 The TC requires a punctuality standard of at least 
95% of all buses to run no more than 1 minute 
early or 5 minutes late – regulatory action 
including fines if we fail 

 Leeway for genuine emergencies/unforeseen 
events but not planned roadworks 



Context - Passengers 

 We run for our PASSENGERS, either 
commercially at our own risk, or under contract 
to Local Authorities.   

 Without passenger revenue, we die! 

 Passengers want and expect certainty - that the 
bus WILL turn up, will stop at the expected 
stopping places and will run as close to the 
advertised timetable as reasonably possible 



Context - Passengers 

 Road closures and road works deny us 
and our passengers that certainty! 

 



How we find out 

 Via SCC public transport team 

 Notices at roadside (if our drivers tell us!) 

 Local papers 

 Passengers or local schools sometimes 

 Driver finds road closed in front of them! 



What we need to do: 

 Identify the routes affected 

 And at what times - is it 24/7 or just “off-
peak”, schoolday or holiday, weekend or 
weekday? 

 Hence identify which journeys are affected 

 Look at potential diversions - both 
suggested and other ideas 



What we need to do 

 Are those diversionary routes suitable for 
the size of vehicle?  Weight restrictions, 
low bridges, etc 

 How long will the diversion take? Most 
routes are scheduled with relatively little 
leeway. Adding say 10 mins to trip times 
can destroy a carefully planned and 
scheduled timetable 



What we need to do 

 We need to look at how routes are inter-
worked and impact on driver breaks (legal 
minimums) 

 Which stops will be left unserved by the 
diversion?  How busy are they? 

 Who will take care of passengers left 
without a service?   

 Should SCC provide a shuttle? 



What we need to do 

 Assessing the impact on:  

 costs (likely to be increased - perhaps greater 
mileage, extra pay hours, an extra bus 
needed, and always management time)  

 revenue (may drop if stops unserved and 
passengers don’t travel because of the 
delays/diversions - and not just during the 
closure - may be longer term effect) 



Planning 

 Notify passengers - web site, posters on 
buses, possibly leaflets with temporary 
timetables 

 How much warning should we give 
passengers?  Not everyone travels every 
day. 

 A minimum of one week’s clear notice to 
passengers is the least acceptable – 
ideally a lot more 



Planning 

 Notify staff - diversion plans/maps, revised 
duties 

 Notifying the TC (and copying in SCC) - a 
regulatory requirement 



Implementing the plan 

 Is the road closed when expected to be?   

 Are special arrangements, eg to allow 
buses access, being honoured and 
efficiently managed (waiting 10 mins for a 
banksman is no good) 

 Is the road open when we thought it was 
closed?  Are we then diverting when 
passengers see the road is clear? 



A simple example 

 Closure of a short section of a country 
lane near Haverhill 





The problem 
. . . 



Stay on main 
road?  What 
about the 
villages? 



Serve one and 
reverse and 
backtrack?  
Can we turn 
safely? 
What about 
the other 
village? 

X 



Options: 
1) Could we be allowed 

through? 
2) Can the work be 

timed to avoid the 
buses? 

3) Will SCC provide a 
shuttle to the places 
cut off? 

Often no easy answers! 



Not just complete closures 

 Impact of temporary traffic lights (often we 

don’t even know in advance) 

 Roadworks/closures on adjacent roads – 
displaced traffic effect (over a wide area) 



What goes wrong? 

 Very short notice of works - same day,  
next day (or after the work has started!) 

 Lack of clarity - is the start date fixed?   

 Who knows if it is 24/7 or just “off-peak” - 
and what does off-peak actually mean? 

 Where on a long stretch of road is the 
actual closure?  Is it changing every day? 



What goes wrong? 

 Not starting when we were told it would 

 Not finishing on time - both early and late 
finishes are problematical 

 Not being advised of changes to the plan 

 What happens on the ground is not what 
always we were advised or what had been 
agreed - times, access 



What goes wrong? 

 Some closures make it impossible to serve 
a village or community 

 Sheer difficulty in getting information! 

 Temporary lights not phased or controlled 
for peak traffic flows 

 Why do apparently simple jobs take so 
long? 

 



What goes wrong? 

 To not know even the day before 
what is going to be closed and 
when, is NOT acceptable!! 

 But has happened recently . . . 



What do we want? 

 Notice - plenty of warning, 1 month at 
least, longer for disruptive work 

 Clarity - exactly what is to be closed or 
restricted, when and for how long 

 Consideration - eg moving works into the 
school holidays or tweaking times to let a 
critical journey through 



What do we want? 

 Certainty - so that it happens when it is 
supposed to and staff on the ground follow 
the agreed plan 

 Communication - tells us if it changes 

 Alternatives - a shuttle bus, taxi or 
similar for communities left unserved 

 Compensation - for our additional costs 
and lost revenue where relevant. 



Conclusion - what we  
AND our passengers need: 

 Notice 

 Clarity 

 Consideration 

 Certainty 

 Communication 

 Alternatives 

 Compensation. 



and finally 

 Be grateful that the Tour de France is 
NOT coming through Suffolk!! 


